
BOARD RESPONSIBILITIES 
GO SALES

Are you trying to reach that single contact person already for months? Still no response? Amaze them with some project pitches and prove
them why they have to invest in you! The voting period is an amazing opportunity for you as a board to do sales. Ask prospects to make an
appointment to tell everything about Enactus and send them some videos to get them excited! 

Show future partners how amazing your projects are and how they impact the world

EMBRACE YOUR CURRENT PARTNERSHIPS

Relationship management is very important to make sure your partners are happy and to let them invest again! Make an appointment with
your current partners and give them an amazing presentation including the project team pitches. Ask your current partners to vote and make
sure they will get just as enthusiastic as you are! Maybe you can include a small impact report for them as well? The options are endless!

The voting period is the time to show your current partners what they have achieved with their investment!

BOARD AND MEMBER RECRUITMENT

The voting period is for you as a board THE moment to spread the Enactus word and to introduce Enactus to students. Share the project team
videos on all your socials, send it through LinkedIn messages or ask your school or university to project movies on the screens. Maybe add a
call to action after the clip, such as: that was amazing right?! Do you want to be part of this movement? We are recruiting! 

Spread the Enactus word and make sure your city turns yellow!

LIKE - SHARE - COMMENT - REPEAT

Think big! Can you ask your school or university to share pitch video's? Make a plan who will contact who to ask for voting? Make sure you
prepare a content calendar to take your marketing to a next level. Ask influencers to post or repost your story! Start a bid match to let people
guess which project will make it to the finals and let them place a bet! Be creative and spread the word! (and the love) :)

As a board you need to support your projects in spreading the word and collecting votes

GOOD LUCK EVERYONE!

VOTING PERIOD 


